
Phreakazoid Pfizer executive goes BERSERK when confronted by Project Veritas
over HIS OWN claims of virus mutation research and vaccine profiteering

Description

In a truly shocking revelation from Project Veritas, a Pfizer executive brags on camera about the
company’s “directed evolution” of COVID for profiting from vaccines. He says, “COVID is going to be a
cash cow for us” and then brags about hiding this fact from the public while describing, “selective
structured mutations to make [COVID strains] more potent.”

The undercover bombshell video was revealed by Project Veritas and James O’Keefe. The journalism
organization — which specializes in undercover videos of executives and media personalities admitting
astonishing things on camera — has also posted two videos containing interactions with Pfizer director
Jordan Trishton Walker, whose self-proclaimed title is, “Pfizer Director of Research and Development,
Strategic Operations – mRNA Scientific Planner.”

We encourage all readers to support Project Veritas and its groundbreaking journalism efforts. We
have re-posted the two Project Veritas videos on Brighteon.com in case they are removed from other
platforms, since Pfizer exercises extraordinary levels of control and influence over not just media
organizations but tech platforms as well. Just today, as Human Events is reporting, both the UK Daily
Mail and MSN took down yesterday’s articles describing the Project Veritas interaction with this Pfizer
director. This indicates that even the UK Daily Mail can be threatened or pressured into removing
important journalistic articles.

See the first Project Veritas videos below, where Walker is seen bragging about Pfizer’s plans to
mutate COVID and profit from the “cash cow” of COVID variants:

And the second one here, showing this Pfizer director assaulting Project Veritas journalists and 
attempting to steal and destroy their equipment:

Pfizer director plays the race card and accuses journalists of
being “white people”

Some of the video captured by Project Veritas includes Pfizer director Walker going berserk, claiming
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to be under attack by “white” people, and then trying to destroy their iPad hardware, followed by
shoving and a floor scramble that resembles a cage fight. In these video grabs, the Pfizer director is
the man in the tan T-shirt and black pants:
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Blow-by-blow analysis of the Pfizer admissions, corporate
kidnapping and violent attack on Project Veritas journalists

In today’s Situation Update podcast, I cover the Project Veritas encounter with this “berserker” Pfizer
executive who makes astonishing on-camera admissions about what appears to be an illegal Pfizer 
gain-of-function program being engineered to generate future vaccine profits.

It’s fascinating how he claims Pfizer plans to mutate the virus then profit from the vaccines used to
treat those very same mutations.

In today’s podcast, I call for the arrest and indictment of all Pfizer executives who have been part of
this nefarious conspiracy to mislead the public and profit from mutating viruses to make them “more
potent.”

I also cover other breaking news topics:

– Project Veritas BOMBSHELL exposes Pfizer director as violent, immoral lunatic
– Pfizer director admits on camera to “selective structured mutations” to make viruses “more potent”
– Admits they don’t tell the public the truth about their virus experiments and vaccine plans
– Why Pharma and Google employees are PURE EVIL and all going to hell
– Eggs are now $18 / dozen in Manhattan
– H1N1 avian flu is a bogus SCARE STORY to destroy the food supply
– Mexico bans geoengineering and efforts to pollute the skies for profit
– US govt. uses AI anti-terror system to target #vaccine skeptics
– Daughter of Chinese pharma tycoon arrested in Georgia terror sweep
– IBM just slashed 3,900 jobs as Big Tech layoffs accelerate
– Ants trained to smell CANCER in urine
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– Is Damar Hamlin the new Tiffany Dover? Media cover-up explained

by: Mike Adams

Category

1. Crime-Justice-Terrorism-Corruption
2. Freedom-Free speech-Resitance & H-rights
3. Health-Wellness-Healing-Nutrition & Fitness
4. Main
5. NWO-Deep State-Dictatorship-Tyrrany
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